
          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

 

C1 - PRIX DE CARNAC - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class D Race - Harness - EUR € 

33,000  

 
1. MALBROUGH DE PLAY - Qualified without fanfare at Caen mid-June. Has the inside line but 
is unlikely to have much to contribute 

2. MAESTRO DES SARTS - Put on a good show to open his account in a 2150m Rânes Class G 
on 13 July. Has the profile for Paris and can repeat 

3. MAESTRO VRIE - Caught the eye despite faulting in a 2250m Class D here on 24 July. Is 
plainly in form and Louis Baudron will be out to prove a point. Chance 

4. MAESTRO DE JOUDES - Won on debut mid-month before being sanctioned early in a 2250m 
Class D here 10 days later, but his driver is unlikely to allow this to happen a 2nd time. Place 
chance 

5. MILORD D'IRAI - Promising sort that finished 4th of 5, despite being green, in a 2250m Class 
D here a week ago. Has buckets of untapped potential and is not incapable of spoiling the party 

6. MAXOU DES IFS - Defied his unexceptional qualification to finish 3rd of 7 finishers, first time 
out, in a 2225m Ecommoy Class F early-July, but still has more to find 

7. MAT MANATHIS - Qualified in 1'18"1 at Grosbois on 6 May and if as good in competition, will 
be no soft touch 

8. MISTER FOURCADE - Qualified in 1'18"3 at Grosbois on 23 May. Starts wide and is unlikely 
to spring any surprises 

9. MILORD JAVRONNAIS - Qualified in 1'18"8 at Laval on 2 July. Not ideally-placed here but is 
worth watching on career debut 

Summary: Pleasant on debut before leaving a very good impression at Rânes earlier in the 
month, MAESTRO DES SARTS (2) makes his metropolitan debut with morale restored and is in 
with a reasonable shout of doubling his money. MAESTRO VRIE (3) was sanctioned when full of 
running on debut here a week ago and, with application, can open his account. The untried MAT 
MANATHIS (7) qualified nicely early-May and looks the sort that can do well at Enghien. 
MAESTRO DE JOUDES (4) faulted early here last week but David Thomain will be eager to put 
things right. 

SELECTIONS 

MAESTRO DES SARTS (2) - MAESTRO VRIE (3) - MAT MANATHIS (7) - MAESTRO DE 

JOUDES (4) 



          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

C2 - PRIX DE LA PLACE SAINT-MICHEL - 2250m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - 

Mounted - EUR € 35,000  

 

1. LADYNESS SYLION - Sanctioned on debut in a 2550m Reims harness Class F on 22 June. Switches 
code but appears to have no realistic chance 

2. LEGENDE DU BOULAY - Back in the discipline after coming last of 10 in a 2725m Cabourg harness 
Class D last week, and will have few friends in the markets 

3. LUCKY LADY D'AMOUR - Sent for a break after winning on monté debut late-March. 4th, on re-entry, in 
a 2400m Amiens harness Class F and, although not a priority, will be partnered by Eric Raffin, and is not 
incapable of spoiling the party 

4. LADIVA DE VILLABON - Lost her maiden status earlier in the month, winning a 2375m Eauze Class F. 
Will have come on for the run but is not about to cause an upset 

5. LAFOLLY DELO - 7th of 10 in a 2725m Cabourg harness Class D last week. Has already won under the 

saddle but others still preferred 

6. LOVELY D'OYSE - Drops marginally in category after coming 5th of 7 in a 2200m Vincennes Class D on 

25 June and will be competitive for a place in the frame this time 

7. LOZEN DE BANVILLE - Placed under the saddle at Les Andelys before finishing 9th of 12 in a 2150m 
harness Class E here on 13 July. Just front pads fitted this time and others easier to back 

8. LOUMA DE MALOU - Back under the saddle after faulting in a 2775m harness Class E at les Sables 
d'Olonne 2 weeks ago. Is clearly close to her race and will be expected to apply the pressure on LEGENDE 
DU GOUTIER (11) 

9. LICORNE QUICK - Left a good impression when 2nd to the promising LIZON DES BORDES (12) in a 
2750m Cabourg Class F, on monté debut, on 19 July. Comes here with morale intact and has a realistic 
chance of picking up another cheque 

10. LAGERTHA AULNAIES - 3rd on her monté debut at Biarritz before faulting in a 2800m Langon harness 
Class E a fortnight ago, and cannot be considered a player 

11. LEGENDE DU GOUTIER - Beautifully-bred filly that came close to making it 2 for 2, when runner-up in a 
2725m Pornichet Class E 12 days ago. Pads fitted for the occasion and can make this her own 

12. LIZON DES BORDES - Got off the mark, in fine style, in a 2750m Cabourg Class F on 19 July. Has a lot 
going for her here and the double is not out of the question 

Summary: Half-sister to the fine Flamme Du Goutier, LEGENDE DU GOUTIER (11) has got her career off 
to a flying start and with 4 pads fitted for the occasion, will be a tough nut to crack. Well-engaged at the limit 
of earnings, LIZON DES BORDES (12) has taken very well to her new vocation, and looks the main threat. 
LOUMA DE MALOU (8) has demonstrated solid aptitude for the discipline and is expected to take well to 
Enghien conditions. LOVELY D'OYSE (6) is better than her recent Vincennes performance would suggest 

and can be backed with confidence this time. 

SELECTIONS 

LEGENDE DU GOUTIER (11) - LIZON DES BORDES (12) - LOUMA DE MALOU (8) - 

LOVELY D'OYSE (6) 



          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

C3 - PRIX DE L'HOTEL DES MONNAIES - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class E Race - Harness - EUR € 35,000  

 

1. LA BOMBONERA - 3 times in the frame before coming 7th, behind LIBERTY PIYA (10), in a Class E 
over course and distance on 13 July. Trainer back in the sulky and is unlikely to let the side down this time 

2. LOUISIANE LEMAN - Good 3rd of 6 in a 2650m Pornichet Class E 3 weeks ago. Has an excellent entry 

in front and is not incapable of imposing this time 

3. LUNE DU DOUET - Sanctioned in first 2 this term before trotting 3rd of 8 in a 2900m Clairefontaine Class 
E  10 days ago. Has been gifted the 3-spot, sports front pads this time, but still no more than a minor place 
prospect 

4. LOKIE KADESH - Not the most dependable but opened her account in a 2100m Lignières Class F 11 

days ago. Unlikely to repeat but from the 4-spot, should not be ruled out 

5. LEGENDE DE NILREM - Got off the mark at Amiens late-June before trotting 6th to LIBERTY PIYA (10) 
in race of reference. Nicely-placed behind the car and is unlikely to go home empty-handed 

6. LANA DE BEAUMEE - Encouraged twice last month before finishing last of 10 in a 2050m Cabourg 
Class E 3 weeks ago, and is unlikely to generate much interest 

7. LUNA DOMA - Showed early promise but has been disappointing since, latterly 7th of 10 in a Class D 
under these conditions late-June, and even with 4 pads fitted, still looks to have too much to do 

8. LADY EVER - Opened her career account, by some margin, in a 2275m Craon Class D on 24 June. 
Comes here fresh and, drawn wide or not, still looks the one to beat 

9. LOLITA DE LANDEMER - Has struggled with stepping up in category, latterly last of 8 in a 2750m Class 

D at La Capelle mid-June, and can be passed over 

10. LIBERTY PIYA - Sanctioned in 3 before coming 2nd of 14 in a 2150m Class E here on 13 July, and can 
figure prominently if David Thomain gets her around with stride intact 

11. LINNA DE VANDEL - Got off the mark at Jallais mid-June before faulting in 13 July race of reference. 
Matthieu Abrivard in charge this time and, although breaking from behind, can still play an active role. First 5 

12. LADRA DI MALAVITA - 6th of 8 in a 2700m Class E at La Capelle last Friday, and will struggle to make 
any impact 

13. LUNE D'OPALE - 5th of 10 in a 2750m Cabourg Class E a fortnight ago. Has never delivered left-
handed and is unlikely to start now 

14. LONDON DELO - Pleasant 3rd of 5 finishers, at 61/1, in a 2875m Class C on 3 July. Drops back in 
category and despite being handed a tough draw, can still make her presence felt 

Summary: LADY EVER (8) has looked a thorough professional since her first steps on the track and even 
though drawn wide this time, can nonetheless confirm her fine Craon success. Robin Lamy will still be 
justifiably wary of the better-placed LOUISIANE LEMAN (2) who has been entrusted to Benjamin Rochard 
for the occasion, and LIBERTY PIYA (10) who reassured for David Thomain earlier in the month. LA 
BOMBONERA (1) was oddly out of sorts that day but has the inside line and will be expected to put things 

right. 

SELECTIONS 

LADY EVER (8) - LOUISIANE LEMAN (2) - LIBERTY PIYA (10) - LA BOMBONERA (1) 



          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

C4 - PRIX DE CROULEBARDE - 2875m (a2m) - Class E Race - Harness - 

EUR € 35,000  

 
1. KRALL DE CORDAY - Steps up in category after coming 3rd of 8 in a 3450m Agon-Coutainville Class F 

mid-month. Hind pads fitted but still has a lot to find 

2. KITO TURGOT - Smartly won at La Capelle 3 weeks ago before faulting in a 2850m Mauquenchy Class 
E last week, and others easier to trust 

3. KYOSHIRO - Sanctioned, on return to competition, in a 2850m Mauquenchy Class E last week. Has 
otherwise been excellent when barefoot and, if fully-fit, can make a big splash 

4. KING EVOLUTION - Has been making progress of late, most recently 4th of 9 in a Class E over course 
and distance 3 weeks ago, and will be competitive for a slice of the pie 

5. KYSKO DE FAEL - Sanctioned in 5, winner of 4, latterly in good order over 2200m in a Le Mans Class E 
a fortnight ago. On good behaviour can wrap this up 

6. KING DE GINAI - Failed to pull off the hat-trick when 3rd of 8 in a 2900m Clairefontaine Class E mid-

month. Has been successful in this configuration but more a first-5 prospect this time around 

7. KING TURGOT - Authoritative but surprise winner of a 2850m Mauquenchy Class E last Thursday and 

while not a priority this time, is shod differently and should still acquit himself honourably 

8. KINGMAMBO BELLO - Not entirely without merit but will need to show marked improvement on recent 
6th of 12 in a Class E over track and trip a month ago 

9. KOEUR DE VANILLE - Sanctioned as often as not, latterly in a 2750m Cabourg Class E 12 days ago 
and, a winner on his only start here, has hind shoes off and must be afforded considerable respect 

10. KRISTAL CASH - In the frame in first 3 this term before finishing a modest 8th of 13 in a 2725m Lisieux 
Class D on 7 June. Hind shoes off for re-entry and makes his Enghien debut with a good hand to play 

11. KINO DE LAUMIERE - One-paced 8th of 9 in a Class E over course and distance 3 weeks ago. Sports 
a new configuration, has never failed to fire for Eric Raffin, and warrants respect 

12. KENTUCKY PIYA - Sanctioned early in a 2750m Cabourg Class E last Friday, on just 2nd start back, 

but is in desperate need of reaffirming his credentials 

13. KILLER DE BEAULIEU - Pleasantly surprising 3rd of 9 in a 2950m Vichy Class E earlier this month, but 
a repeat seems very far off 

Summary: As tricky as he is, KYSKO DE FAEL (5) has nevertheless won every race he has managed to 
finish and, with application, can confirm his recent Le Mans success. Leading the opposition's charge are 
KYOSHIRO (3) who has a much-needed freshener in him, the tricky KOEUR DE VANILLE (9) who goes 
unshod-behind in a bid to make up for recent sanctions, and KRISTAL CASH (10) who has been given time 
to get his house in order after flopping at Lisieux early last month. 

SELECTIONS 

KYSKO DE FAEL (5) - KYOSHIRO (3) - KOEUR DE VANILLE (9) - KRISTAL CASH (10) 



          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

C5 - PRIX DU PRE SAINT-GERVAIS - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class D Race - 

Harness - EUR € 40,000  

 
1. KARMEN DE MONTCEAU - Lost her maiden status [at 22nd time of asking] in a 2875m Class 
F here on 6 July. Steps up in category and while not an obvious contender, will still generate 
some interest 

2. KEMBLA - 8th of 13 in a 2850m Vincennes Class C late-June. Has been off the boil for some 
time and can be written off 

3. KELLE STAR DI PAO - Made up for her Vincennes blip when 3rd, a place behind KLASSICA 
BLEUE (7), in a 2875m Class D here on 13 July. Nicely-drawn behind the car and looks a decent 
place chance 

4. KENTUCKY VALLEY - Last of 13, on first start back, in a 2850m Laval Class C early-June. 
Has previously won here but is still in 'conditioning' mode and best to hold off 

5. KARA DE PADD - Was on a fine run of form before finishing a moderate 6th of 9 in 13 July 
race of reference. Is not about to shake things up but can nevertheless get a look-in 

6. KAY LEE DU CAMPUS - 3rd over track and trip before coming 5th behind KLASSICA BLEUE 
(7) in race of reference. Goes barefoot again and is not about to let the side down 

7. KLASSICA BLEUE - Firing on all cylinders since starting to race without hind shoes. 2nd of 9 
finishers in a 2875m Class D here 18 days ago and is unlikely to be bested this time around 

8. KASSANDRA WIND - Quality element making first start since coming 5th of 9 in a 2175m 
Vincennes Class C early last month. Has bags of untapped potential and is unlikely to disappoint 

9. KIWA BLEUE - 4th, a place behind KAY LEE DU CAMPUS (6), in a Class D over course and 
distance earlier this month. Barefoot for the occasion but in this company is unlikely to ruffle many 
feathers 

10. KIARA DES MONTS - Last of 11, on return to competition, in a 2850m Carentan Class E on 
13 July. Just front pads fitted this time and not an obvious choice 

11. KISS ME WINNER - Sanctioned in last 2, latterly a 2900m Clairefontaine Class D mid-month, 
but is hard to fault when focused and despite a 2nd-line draw, can still finish close 

12. KHALEESI D'ALESA - Lost her way after imposing at La Capelle early-May, latterly 
sanctioned when unsupported in race of reference and, pads fitted or not, can be ruled out 

Summary: Like a horse reborn over recent weeks, KLASSICA BLEUE (7) ran a close 2nd here 
earlier in the month and looks set to open his Enghien account. Yoann Lebourgeois can 
nevertheless expect resistance from the tricky but capable KISS ME WINNER (11), provided 
Matthieu Abrivard keeps her trotting, and the better-positioned KELLE STAR DI PAO (3) who 
came 3rd to the favourite last time out. KASSANDRA WIND (8) if forced to start wide but comes 
here fresh and barefoot and with a good hand to play. 

SELECTIONS 

KLASSICA BLEUE (7) - KISS ME WINNER (11) - KELLE STAR DI PAO (3) - KASSANDRA 

WIND (8) 



          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

C6 - PRIX DE GRIGNY - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class F Race - Harness - EUR € 46,000  

 

1. GLOIRE DE FLEURY - 6th of 10 finishers in a 2875m monté Class E here a fortnight ago and will not be 
shaking things up 

2. IN RED - Useful sort that finished 3rd to ILIADE (SWE) (6) in a 2850m Vincennes Class D on 28 June. Is 

plainly on the way up and the draw will do his prospects no disservice. Place chance 

3. HOKKAIDA - Quality element still in search of form and composure, making it 3 straight sanctions when 
faulting in a 2725m Pornichet Class E on 4 July. Nicely-drawn though and, with application, can start to 
make amends 

4. SILVER BULLIT(SWE) - Returns to France after coming 3rd of 10 over 2960m at Waregem on 7 July. 4 

pads fitted for the first time and, from the 4-spot, looks a player 

5. ADAMO DIPA - Excellent 3rd of 15, on French debut, in a 2650m Class E at Les Sables d'Olonne earlier 
this month. Enjoys a good spot in front but is being aimed a bit too high this time around 

6. ILIADE (SWE) - Convincing winner of a 2850m Vincennes Class D on 28 June. Has a good entry, has 
just once disappointed here, and will take all the beating 

7. HELALI DE MONTCEAU - Won a 2900m Amiens Class F 11 days ago but has little love for Enghien and 
is not about to influence the result 

8. AMORCER LEVALLO - Successful in France at the first time of asking, winning a 2800m Chartres monté 
Class F by a considerable margin and, if form transitions, can defy the draw and make a big impact 

9. GERBEN - Has not been seen out since coming 6th of 16 in a 2450m Castillonnès Class C 3 months ago. 

Barefoot for return but will nevertheless need the run 

10. COSMOS DEL RONCO - 5th of 8 finishers over 1600m at Pontecagnano on 21 June. Is clearly in shape 
but bites off more than he can chew this time 

11. LOADED LEILA - 5th of 12 over 2140m at Eskilstuna, on return to competition 2 weeks ago. Debuts in 
France with shoes off but little chance 

12. ODANA VRIJTHOUT - Tricky mare that was quickly sanctioned in a Class F over course and distance 
on Saturday. Just front shoes off this time but is unlikely to ruffle too many feathers 

13. MAGGIORE (SWE) - 2nd of 10 over a mile at Avenches, on return from a spell, 8 days ago. Not-ideally-
positioned on the back line but, with David Thomain reining, will be afforded every chance 

14. HALO AM - Sports modified shoeing after trotting 2nd of 9 in a 2675m Lisieux Class F on 4 July. Is 
confirmed here and will not be far from the action if Yoann Lebourgeois successfully navigates the start 

15. COLBERT WF - Quality Italian import that ran 4th to ILIADE (SWE) (6), first time north of the Alps, in a 
2850m Vincennes Class D late last month. Raffin at the helm again and could yet give ILIADE (SWE) (6) a 
run for her money 

Summary: Twice a winner in her last 4 starts, most recently across town, ILIADE (SWE) (6) reverts to a 
previous configuration, appreciates these conditions, and can make up for her mid-June disappointment. 
The speedy COLBERT WF (15) has been handed a tough draw but left a very good impression behind 
Lamy's mare on his French debut and will be favoured to turn the tables on the well-positioned, and freshly-
configured, IN RED (2) who came 3rd that day. HALO AM (14) didn't win the draw-lottery either but, in 

current form and configuration, is not to be underestimated. 

SELECTIONS 

ILIADE (SWE) (6) - COLBERT WF (15) - IN RED (2) - HALO AM (14) 



          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

C7 - PRIX DE PIGALLE - 2875m (a2m) - Class C Race - Harness - EUR € 68,000  

 

1. GLOIRE DU LUPIN - Has taken no time getting back in the game, most recently 2nd of 15 in a 2800m Langon Class D 
a fortnight ago, a makes her Enghien debut with a reasonable chance of getting a look-in 

2. FOREVER JIEL - Out of the picture in last 4, most recently 10th of 13 in a 2750m Cabourg Class B on 19 July, and has 
no possible chance 

3. FILARETE DU VERGER - Honest mare that came 5th, a place behind HAMILTON DU HAM (7), in a 2150m Class C 
here late-June. Unlikely to cause an upset but will nevertheless hold her own 

4. FILOU DE CHARDET - Disappointing 6th, behind FALCO DU DOUET (5), in a 2750m Cabourg Class B 12 days ago. 
Is plainly off the boil and will need to raise his game 

5. FALCO DU DOUET - Reassured somewhat when 5th of 13 in a 2750m Cabourg Class B 12 days ago. 4 pads fitted 
this time but nevertheless faces a very stiff test 

6. HOTLINE DE CARSI - 6th of 9 finishers in a 3325m Montignac Class D last week. Has other priorities and poses no 
danger 

7. HAMILTON DU HAM - 4th of 16 in a 2150m Class C here on 10 July. Has clearly put the winter behind him and can 
make the frame this time 

8. HORATIUS D'ELA - Sanctioned in race of reference before coming 8th of 16 in a 2150m Class C here 3 weeks ago. 
Has been showing his form however, and has the wherewithal to get his nose in front 

9. FALCO FUN - Put on quite the show to win a 1609m Vichy Class D on 6 July. Shoes off again and will be competitive 
for a spot on the podium 

10. DOMINO D'AUVRECY - 5th, at 98/1, behind HAMILTON DU HAM (7) in a 2150m Class C here 3 weeks ago, but a 
repeat seems most improbable 

11. HELLO SPORT - Has bags of ability but has yet to make his mark this year. Unlucky to be sanctioned in 3 July race of 
reference, and must not be overlooked 

12. DASSERO - Back to racing with front shoes off after coming last of 13 in a 2875m Argentan Class D mid-month, and 
will have few, if any, friends 

13. GLOIRE DU PERCHE - Reliability not her strong suit but caught the eye when 8th of 13 in a 2875m Argentan Class D 
mid-month and, with David Thomain back in the wagon, will be afforded every chance. First 5 

14. GIPSY DE CHAMANT - 2nd of 10 finishers, at 23/1, in a Class C over course and distance in early-July, despite a 
difficult trip, but can impose if P-Y Verva keeps her out of trouble 

15. HOLD UP DU DIGEON - 3rd in a Bordeaux Gr.3 last month before coming 6th of 10 finishers, behind GIPSY DE 
CHAMANT (14), in a Class C over course and distance on 3 July, and in similar shape, will not be far off the mark 

16. FUEGO DU MORTIER - Benefits from a good entry but will need to improve on his 8th of 10 finishers in early-July 
race of reference. Disregard 

Summary: One of the more consistent elements here, GIPSY DE CHAMANT (14) confirmed her liking for Enghien earlier 
this month and, in similar form, can impose this time. HORATIUS D'ELA (8) has not enjoyed the best of luck lately but is 
proven here and looks the main threat. HAMILTON DU HAM (7) has taken his game to a new level this term and, back to 
racing barefoot, looks a player. Simply superb in Vichy's Speed Cup last time out, FALCO FUN (9) will be no pushover. 

SELECTIONS 

GIPSY DE CHAMANT (14) - HORATIUS D'ELA (8) - HAMILTON DU HAM (7) - FALCO FUN (9) 



          WEDNESDAY, 31/07/24 

C8 - PRIX DU PARC DES PRINCES - 2875m (a2m) - Class B Race - Harness - EUR € 75,000  

 

1. IPALIO - Honest trotter that came 4th of 14 in a 2850m Vincennes Gr.3 on 23 June. Likes Enghien and 
even though never having imposed here, can still make his presence felt 

2. CYRANO DE B. - Makes just 2nd start back after coming last of 15 in a 2150m Class C here 3 weeks 

ago, and has no possible chance 

3. HAPPY DANICA - Quality element that was quickly sanctioned in a Class B over track and trip on 13 
July. Has references at this level though and will not be far from the action if Franck Ouvrie keeps her 
trotting 

4. GREAT OF MADRIK - Second of 13 in a 2875m Argentan Class D mid-month. Takes on a better bunch 

this time but seldom disappoints at Enghien and will have her supporters 

5. HERADAMES - 2nd in a Vincennes Class C mid-June before trotting 7th, behind INVICTUS MADIBA (8), 
in a 2800m Bernay Class A earlier in the month, and is unlikely to influence the result 

6. GOAL STAR - Facile winner of a Vincennes Class B, beating HEDE DARLING (9), before trotting 5th of 
12 in a 2850m Vincennes Class A on 23 June. Has freshness on his side and can go closer this time 

7. GALAGO DU CADRAN - Has been in cracking form all year, most recently winning a 2150m Class C 
here, with consummate ease, and should again be competitive for the win 

8. INVICTUS MADIBA - Solid since the start of the year, most recently 3rd of 12 finishers in a 2800m 
Bernay Class A on 7 July. Unlikely to win this but can still make first 5 

9. HEDE DARLING - Excellent when racing barefoot, latterly an unlucky 4th of 14 in a Class B over track 

and trip a week ago. Nicolas Bazire back in the wagon and can win this if he keeps his charge out of trouble 

10. HURELLA - 6th of 11 in a 2775m Class C at Les Sables d'Olonne on 8 July. Is never the easiest too 
gauge but goes well when focused and should not be ruled out 

11. HEADING REFERENCE - Has been totally off the boil following his extended absence, latterly last but 
one, behind HEDE DARLING (9), in a Class B over course and distance a week ago, and can be ruled out 

12. IDEAL DU ROCHER - Takes a notable drop in class after finishing last but one in Gr.1 Kymi Grand Prix 
over 2100m at Kouvola mid-June. Has had time to freshen up, has not been bested with the day's driver, 
and looks a serious proposition 

13. HERAUT D'ARMES - Group-class trotter but has not been seen out since being sanctioned in a 2700m 
Vincennes Class A last November and will need the race 

Summary: Terrific course-and-distance winner earlier this month before enduring misfortune under these 
conditions a week ago, HEDE DARLING (9) has an excellent chance of setting the record straight. That 
said, GALAGO DU CADRAN (7) has hardly put a foot wrong this year, and his recent success bodes well for 
his prospects. GOAL STAR (6) has enjoyed something of a resurgence this season and drops back in class 
with a good hand to play. IDEAL DU ROCHER (12) did not enjoy the most productive of trips to the nordics 
but will appreciate the dip in category and, unbeaten in 2 starts for Eric Raffin, is not to be underestimated. 

SELECTIONS 

HEDE DARLING (9) - GALAGO DU CADRAN (7) - GOAL STAR (6) - IDEAL DU ROCHER (12) 

 


